Music Majors Give Recitals

Five senior recitals will be presented this year by students majoring in music. The first vocal recital given by Miss Campbell will be presented in the chapel April 22. On April 26, Miss Betty Smith will be presented in an organ recital, also in the chapel. In May, three piano recitals will be given in the Little Theatre by Miss Elizabeth West and Miss Nancy Ying. Miss Ying's recital will take place May 2; Miss Smith's pianistic recital is planned for May 16, and Miss Ying's in the month of May. Miss Campbell will sing the following numbers: "Jephtha," by P. Hindemith; "Deeper and Deeper Still," by Haeltz; "Alas, Angels, Through the Skies," by A. Escott; "Le Secret," by G. de S. de la Faille; "Vergleichbare," by A. Schumann.

Proletarian Novel Subject of Hollins Forum

The Hollins Forum met Tuesday night, April 9, in Pleasant Hall. The speaker, Miss Mary Long, of the English department of Hollins College, spoke on "The Novel of Social Protest," or the proletarian novel. Miss Long gave an introduction to the development of this particular type of novel, beginning with one of the earlier ones, "The Jungle," by Upton Sinclair, which was published in 1906. This book has been a background the next-generation in Chicago. The conditions and practices exposed in novel formed around public opinion to such a height that an investigation was made. The development from that point was traced and examples given, including "Call Home the Heart," by Fielding Burke, "Nobody Stars," by Catherine Brody, and "Creat in' Concrete," by Pietro di Donato. All of these works have a social influence and give more than just a story. They show the conditions in modern industry and seem to have a large future to convert readers to good causes and to convincing them of need reform. The development from that point on was discussed.

Such novels with more than just a story to them are rapidly being recognized for the part they play in informing the public and bringing the common man and worker into his own. Authors of this type of fiction play an important part in public opinion and have a real purpose to work for. A half-hour discussion followed the thirty-minute talk.
We have organized this page about student forum, student life, and painting exhibit from Hollins Student Life, April 10, 1940, Hollins College, Virginia.
Leighton Defines Ideals

By G. Kenneth Lewis

Perhaps no this involved by may not at her own after finishing the basketball coach. She is the amount of the discipline within the school. But now there is a level of the discipline that is increasing. She is the amount of the discipline that is increasing. She is the amount of the discipline that is increasing.

Dear Dear... Where Were the Stags?

By Bobo Barron

Dear, dear... Where were the stags?

Three Easy Ways to Guarantee A's

There are many ways to guarantee A's. These are some of them:

1. Study hard every day.
2. Use good study habits.
3. Ask for help when needed.

N. Y. A. Students' Grades Are High

By John Smith

N. Y. A. students have high grades. This is because they work hard and they use good study habits.

Spendid Management Makes Successful Sophomore Prom

By Emily Johnson

Spendid management makes successful sophomore prom. This is because they plan everything well and they stay organized.

Hollins Turns Co-Ed Temporarily

By Professor John Doe

Hollins turns co-ed temporarily. This is because it is a good idea to have co-ed schools. It makes everything more fun.

How To Win Boy-Friends and Influence Star-Bats

By Bobo Barron

How to win boy-friends and influence star-bats. This is because it is important to be confident and to show your interest in them.

Getting Results

By Susan Brown

Getting results is important. This is because it helps you to achieve your goals.

Winter Worker Cottons

The winter worker cottons are very popular. This is because they are comfortable and they are practical.

Fairfield Makes 25th Annual Scholarship

Fairfield makes 25th annual scholarship. This is because it is important to support education.

Fairfield's Scholarships

Fairfield's scholarships are very important. This is because they help students to achieve their goals.

Parr West Inc.

Parr West Inc. is a good company. This is because they are reliable and they have good products.

Hollins Student Life, April 10, 1960, Hollins College, Virginia
Ah, spring!...ah, green grass!...ah, soft breezes!...what do you do to us?...the answer is obvious...Swimming meets, archery tournaments, tennis ladders and riding shows are upon us. Instead of quitting work at 4 P.M. (for the afternoon), everyone makes for the out-of-doors at three, having already sun-bathed until twelve-thirty. We must practice for these coming events like mud to make them really worthwhile. We have no time to get ready.

There's Swimming
Open pool is full of clinging darlingstaking feverish dips to get used to the water, to pass class requirements, to keep cool and some to stretch their lung capacity and speed so that the coming meet will be a success. Odds and Evens will struggle against each other again (if enough show up) and it really ought to be quite a show. The diving promises to be positively...if not thrilling and interesting

... and Archery
The archery tournament, too, is an Odd-Even affair and the targets are sitting out on back campus anticipating the arrows that will hit them smack in the middle (bull's eye)...and they wait and wait...and sometimes one comes along. With practice, however, the targets are beginning to get more of a work-out...and I do mean the girls are getting pretty good. Again the tournament will be an Odd-Even affair, if two teams present themselves. Come on out, people...don't let your modesty give the championship to some other field.

... and a Tennis Ladder
Something new and exciting, like the weather, is the tennis ladder. The point is to get to the top...the top being the top. As Harper says, everyone should some play because no one is put out and you always play your equal...if that's the case, what happens to all those handy ables. Seriously though, the ladder idea gives you a good chance with your own type of tennis (if such there be) and eliminates all possible embarrassment and shame, at the same time the one above you is a standing challenge to better those pot-shots.

Golf, of Course
Popey has announced a golf tournament at the Blue Hills Country Club (beautiful place), which ought also to prove no end of excellent entertainment. We've really got some sharp fellows in this back colony. The pasture is already overrunning with them mingling with the cows and some real practice is in the garage. It is really amazing interesting to watch someone hit the ball high, straight and for a good distance, positively...

... is the Horse Show
But more better still yet is the coming Horse Show, and I do mean coming very soon, too...at the end of this month. V. M. I. and V. E. I. will be here again to add attraction, and recalling our guests of last year's show, we can expect some of the finer things...we hope. At any rate, the Hollins riders are busy working overtime so that the impression they make will be O.K., too. Try-outs for the Riding Club will undoubtedly be held before the show and lots of the energetic practice aims at these. There ought to be some fine additions to the club what, with the real talent some of the girls are working up.

Speaking of horses, the game of horse-shoes is good for what ails you, and is a not too strenuous way of getting something, what lighter, shall we say? There is really an art to it. If you haven't tried it, by all means do...you may find hidden pleasure and skill...or you might even strike up some gay friendships with other lasses of your type who have missed.

What with all the beautiful weather and spirit of spring and the want-to-wander feeling, the well-known Hollins cabin in the mountains holds a magnetic spell over the ruddy and not-so-ruddy-yet-who-want-to-be gals. Cary Peters is leading hikes all over the place and with McCroskey's help, is really making this outdoor stuff tough, wild and positively wonderful.

And due to a general lack of funds and courage (Soph Prom—much expense), some (like me) attempt to refrain from the T-House habit and exercise or sleep instead...mostly sleep.